VI a
The approach to abstraction
Julio González’s work has frequently been associated with the abstract art being created
in Paris in the 1930s. This was the period that saw the emergence of groups such as Cercle
et Carré, Art Concret and Abstraction-Création, among others, characterised by their
intention to continue the modern movement through abstraction and in opposition to the
emerging Surrealism. González was introduced to Cercle et Carré by one of its founders,
Joaquín Torres-García, who had been a close friend since their youth in Barcelona and with
whom he would also work in Paris. When Torres-García founded the group he invited
González to become involved and the sculptor attended some of the preliminary meetings.
In the context of these artistic concerns The Kiss I represents the highest degree of
abstraction achieved by González. Two ovals made of sheet iron and representing abstract
faces fuse together in a kiss. A series of superimposed rectangles cut through each other
to create a composition of open, aerial volumes devoid of any mass. The work may have
been intended for inclusion in Cercle et Carré’s only exhibition, held in 1930, but González
decided not to participate in it. This decision points to his desire to remain unaffiliated
with any artistic doctrine in a reflection of his practice at this period of pursuing various
different directions at the same time.

VI b
The primitive, the grotesque and the fantastical:
masks
The mask was one of Julio González’s preferred sculptural forms. When he embarked
on the adventure of creating a new type of sculpture in iron in the late 1920s masks
became his principal focus of attention for two or three years.
In a letter of 1927 to the art historian Feliu Elias, González said that in addition to
modern French sculpture he was also interested in archaic sculpture. In the context
of the series of masks that he was producing at this period the term “archaic” should be
understood as the art of so-called primitive cultures which was so closely associated with
the evolution of modern art.
Inspired by African and Oceanic sculpture, González’s masks reveal his first use
of a fantastical and grotesque language that has come to be considered one of his most
distinctive contributions to modern art. Created from just a single sheet of cut-out and
split iron with holes made in it, these masks generate a strikingly fantastical effect through
the sculptural dematerialisation. Shown alongside them are two works from Picasso’s
collection: a figure from New Guinea and a Venetian mask of Punchinello, both of which
have similar connotations of the fantastical, the dreamlike and the grotesque.

VI c
The primitive, the grotesque and the fantastical:
heads in depth
Julio González continued to explore the motif of the human head in the early 1930s.
The fantastical, grotesque language of his masks is still notably present in the works
known as “heads in depth”. These are sculptures entirely made of planes and lines located
some distance from each other and with no volume or mass. When seen from a particular
viewpoint and under the correct lighting, this type of composition “in depth” allows
the viewer to perceive features which suggest the appearance of a human head.
As such, they can be seen as a type of “virtual” work in which it is entirely the spectator’s
movement that makes the immaterial image appear or dissolve like a mirage.
Particularly notable among these heads, which clearly reveal González’s interest
in the potential of sculptural dematerialisation, is Head called “The Swiss Woman”, perhaps
the most abstract of the group. Head in depth and Head with large Eyes have similar
compositions but in the case of the latter the large hole of the eyes creates an area of
shadow and thus introduces the void as an additional expressive device.

VI d
New fantastical heads:
the play of light and shade
Dating from 1932 to 1933 is another series of works on the head, a theme González
had already studied some years earlier. Once again he investigated volume, now using the
contrast of light created by the flat forms and empty spaces as his principal expressive
resource.
Within this group The Lovers II makes most emphatic use of this contrast. On the
front face of a cylindrical structure which creates a dark background is a cutout metal sheet
of broken outline that suggests two faces joined in a kiss. The line of the profile and the
volume of the head are thus removed from their natural context but they poetically evoke
it in their new and unexpected combination. Head called “The Tunnel” again relates to the
theme of the kiss but here the fusion of the faces is suggested by two floating triangles
located in front of the dark interior of the “tunnel”. In this work González was also
exploring the expressive potential of light through the treatment of the iron, alternating
hammered and softly polished textures on its surface, an effect similarly visible in Head
known as “The small Trumpet”.

VI e
Femme à sa toilette: metamorphosis
and dematerialisation of a classical motif
Julio González depicted the theme of the female toilette on numerous occasions
throughout his career. The subject is taken from the work of Edgar Degas whom
he profoundly admired. Like that Impressionist master, what interested González was
capturing the uniqueness of the gesture. His earliest depictions of the theme date from
the first decade of the 20th century in the form of a series of drawings that focus on the
gesture of a woman arranging her hair, her arms raised and her hands behind her head.
Two decades later González returned to this subject in a very intensive manner, as
evident in the group of drawings on display in this gallery which clearly reveal the process
behind the creation of one of his most important works, Woman arranging her Hair I. In
these drawings the figure is subjected to a process of increasing geometrical simplification.
The final result is a sculpture which employs the language of dematerialised volumes and
empty planes defined by lines which constitutes González’s greatest stylistic innovation
and one of his most important contributions to 20th-century iron sculpture.

VI f
Peasant Women
The theme of peasant women located in rural scenes or presented as single, isolated
figures is probably the most recurrent one in González’s oeuvre, inspired by a tradition
that originated with Jean-François Millet and Camille Pissarro.
The drawings of peasant women displayed here tend to flatness and geometrical
simplification while the figures, which are treated as silhouettes, anticipate the sculpture
Woman called “The three Folds”. A cutout iron sheet creates the frontal silhouette of a
woman wearing the traditional long peasant skirt. The figure is devoid of a head, arms
and legs. Its material textures, the cuts into the iron and the soldering left “en brut”
coexist with the figure’s primitivist rigidity of archaic or vaguely Egyptian origin.
González’s use of this subject matter, which originated in Catalan modernisme and
noucentisme, has ideological connotations, implying the rejection of the artist’s academic
training and studio-based work in favour of the quest for a “living” reality. It also denotes
an idealised vision of nature and can be seen as a response to the impact of a ruralist
nationalism that saw the Catalan countryside and its peasants as the bedrock of its
strength as a nation. All these concepts are essential for an understanding of González’s
subsequent work in relation to La Montserrat.

VI g
Drawing in Space
In order to achieve the dematerialisation of sculpture González tentatively pursued
various different directions. The last and most fruitful was the one he himself called
“drawing in space”, referring to a type of work with volumes that are described or
suggested through the three-dimensional play of flat or linear forms executed in metal,
principally iron.
Resplendence, which once again corresponds to the theme of the woman arranging
her hair, is the first fully realised example of “drawing in space” in González’s output.
In other works, including Small Head of the Triangle or Head called “The Fireman”,
he returned to his investigation of the human head using this new sculptural language.
The most important work within this tendency is Large Mother and Child, inspired
by Gothic Virgin and Child groups, notably the Virgin that presides over the entrance to
the cloister of Notre-Dame in Paris. In González’s sculpture a large, slightly bending arc
evokes the luminous glow around the head. The shift of the vertical axis in the centre of
the figure suggests the contrapposto of the Gothic Virgin while a narrow, oblique cone made
from four metal rods schematically imitates the folds of her mantle. At the top is the
place for the absent Christ Child, an echo of the damaged state of the medieval original.

